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ABSTRACT

Nowadays, the use of renewable resources has seen a remarkable increase due to economic growth, urbanization, technological developments and the difficulties related to energy availability such as gas, coal, oil, etc. This leads to high energy consumption and overexploitation of these resources. Several studies and research have been carried out to find solutions for the management of these resources, most of these studies do not propose intelligent and dynamic management in real-time of renewable resource consumption. In this article, we propose an architecture of a multi-agent system combined with Case Based Reasoning approach. This system aims to implement a cloud platform to create and simulate renewable resource management models, through a reasoning cycle gathering a set of agents collaborating with each other, to help decision makers anticipate and predict an environmental risk based on models already resolved. We present a first implementation of the architecture of our Multi-Agent System using Jade platform (Java Agent Development Framework) and the web service integration gateway (WSIG) for a remote invocation of our Agents to expose services provided by them as web services.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the demand for energy use has tripled and the energy consumption has been rising due to population growth and improved living standards [1], which creates huge problem of energy availability and sustainable development. Also, with the depletion of non-renewable resources, critical situations that affect production and sustainable development at regional and world level come up. The renewable resources seem to be a serious alternative as a reliable source of energy. Consequently, the overexploitation of these resources will lead to its irreversible disappearance. Indeed, worldwide governments are working to increase the share of renewable energy sources, moving toward to meet our energy needs, reduce the energy consumption, and accordingly reduce environmental pollution as presented in [2].

The main challenge is to decrease the energy consumption to preserve natural resources around the world and protect the ecosystem from further deterioration and destruction, by proposing intelligent and dynamic management of energy in order to offer real-time support and monitoring for future use.

However, most researches don’t propose shared and distributed platform to model and simulate models in a smart way using the artificial intelligent paradigm and taking into account the interactions between different actors regarding renewable resources field based on past experiences.

In order to deal with this issue, we propose a smart computing platform architecture for intelligent management of renewable resources. This architecture presents a new hybrid approach Multi-Agent System (MAS) [3] and Case Based Reasoning (CBR), to design and develop a decision aid system.
Our approach is based on past experiences which allows to follow and manage renewable resources [4] in real time to predict and anticipate future problems.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section two, we present some related works. In the third section, we present the state of the art of which we introduce the main concepts related to our approach. Section four is devoted to present our proposed approach and architecture. In section five, we present the design and modeling of our approach. The sixth section is dedicated to the implementation of our approach using the Web Services Integration Gateway (WSIG) and Java Agent DEvelopment Framework (JADE). In the last section, we present the conclusion and the perspectives of our future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Many studies and researches have been contributed to propose solutions for the management of common renewable resources. The author of [5] presents a new approach of a decision aid system using the multi-agent paradigm. He has proposed a platform to simulate interactions between actors for water management. This approach doesn’t integrate the Case Based Reasoning paradigm and can’t be applied to support other types of renewable resources. The author of [6] has proposed a model to assist on implementing green practice for the purpose of sustainability attainment in institutions and universities. This approach uses the Artificial intelligence and Case Based Reasoning techniques to support institutions acquire Geen practice in universities to decrease the energy consumption and anticipate environmental issues.

Both of the two approaches use multi-agent paradigm or CBR approach to implement the system, therefore none of them use a distributed system which the Agents are located in remote servers to communicate with each other in order to achieve their goals. Also, they don’t propose an adaptive solution for modeling and developing decisional aid system to manage and support different type of renewable resources, and also to simulate and reuse models that have been created by experts or decision makers.

3. STATE OF THE ART

3.1 Case Based Reasoning

The Case based Reasoning (CBR) is a problem-solving paradigm that solves a problem based on similar past problems already solved by referring to [7]. The CBR approach has been used to solve creative tasks like recipe generation, poems, music etc. CBR contains a set of cases stored in a case base that constitute the data source of knowledge which is pointed out by [8]. The Case Based Reasoning takes its origins from Schank’s memory [9], it was especially interested by relying past experiences in problem-solving and learning processes. Solving a problem using the Case Based Reasoning approach can be done through a typical cycle with a set of steps: Retrieve, Reuse, Revise and Retain which revolve around a domain knowledge base application [10]. The aim of the Retrieve step is to filter and setup the specification of the problem by completing its description related to its domain of knowledge. This gives a more detailed description of the target problem. In the reuse step, the retrieved case is then used to find a set of cases in the cases base that is considered similar to the target case. Next, in the revision step, the proposed solution will be treated, analyzed, corrected, refused or accepted by the user. The retain step allows to incorporate what is useful to store and save in the cases base. It gives us the ability to synthesize new knowledges in the cases base. This step also serves to optimize the cases base so that the new cases are reused later. These steps are more detailed in [11, 12].

![Figure 1. CBR cycle [7]](image-url)
3.2 Multi-Agents System (MAS)

A Multi-Agents System is defined as a set of agents, operating in an environment, communicating each other and with the environment. Agents may behave towards each other as collaborators, competitors or strangers [13, 14].

A MAS contains a set of agents that interact with each other to achieve desired goals [15] autonomously and asynchronously with communication protocols and they are able to act and learn from their environment as presented in [16]. By referring to [17], It is composed of:

- An environment.
- A set of objects in the environment, which can be created, perceived and modified by agents.
- A set of agents and the relationships that link them together in the environment.
- Operations and behaviors for each agent.

3.3 Why the Jade Platform

JADE (Java Agent DEvelopment)[18], fully implemented in Java [19]. It is an open source platform for agent based applications. To implement our approach, we opted for Jade platform, which offers a lot of advantages:

- JADE is developed in Java, it runs in all operating systems and it is open source.
- JADE agents communicate based on the Agent Communication Language.
- JADE uses a middle-ware that complies with the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agent specifications (FIPA) [20].
- Jade uses the Artificial Intelligence paradigm.

In addition to that, JADE platform contains the Web Services Integration Gateway (WSIG), which is an add-on component offering an interface between the JSP client and agents using HTTP. See more details in 3.4

3.4 Jade Web Services Integration Gateway

The web service integration gateway (WSIG) [21] is a support for invocation of Jade agent services from web service clients. The main goal of WSIG is to expose services provided by agents in the JADE DF (Directory Facilitator) as web services, it gives developers the ability to make specific functionality requirement then may have.

The WSIG provides support for Web services stack, using the WebService Description Language (WSDL) [22] for service descriptions, Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) [23] for message transport and a Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) [24] repository for publishing Web services using Models. WSIG is composed of two main elements: WSIG Servlet and WSIG Agent.

The WSIG Servlet is responsible for Managing incoming HTTP/SOAP requests, also, preparing the corresponding agent action and passing it to the WSIG Agent. Once the agent action has been served, it will be converted into a SOAP message to be sent back to the client as a response HTTP/SOAP. The WSIG Agent is the mediator or the gateway between the web application client and the Agents. It is responsible for:

- Forwarding agent actions received from the WSIG Servlet to the corresponding agents actually able to serve them and getting back responses.
- Receiving notifications concerning agent registration / deregistration by subscribing to the JADE Directory Facilitator.
- Creating the WebService Description Language related to each agent service registered with the Directory Facilitator.

A conceptual overview of the WSIG architecture is depicted in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. WSIG architecture](image-url)
4. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH AND ITS ARCHITECTURE

4.1 Presentation of Our Approach

In this part, we present the multi-Agents system proposed approach for the resolution of renewable resources management problem. A significant part of any decision systems is finding the right models of real system for viewing the problem.

The aim of our approach is to create a multi-agents system cloud platform for managing common renewable resources and which is based on case-based reasoning paradigm. It’s allows decision makers to create, simulate and reuse the right multi-agent models from already solved ones.

Our approach offers many positive points as the following:

- Smart and dynamic management system to ensure an efficiently use of resources.
- Manage cloud platform for renewable resources using artificial intelligence.
- Create and simulate models.
- A generic platform to support any type of renewable resources.
- Benefit from the advantage of agents as decision making, autonomy, collaboration, communication.
- Benefit from saved past experiences to anticipate an environmental risk.

4.2 Presentation of Our Architecture

To help decision makers in the aid of the right decision to identify and anticipate environmental issues and to benefit from the advantages of agents, we propose an architecture of multi-agents system based on Case Based Reasoning (Figure 3).

The general architecture of our system is composed of three parts:

The first part is dedicated to the creation and simulation of the models that will be created from a real system. The system allows the simulation of each model created according to a set of scenarios defined by the decision maker and which are stored in a database. Each generated model will be matched with a case which is identified by a source problem.
and its solution, their meta data, ontology and finally their domain of knowledge [25, 26, 27]. The results obtained after the simulation will be checked and compared with the data collected in the field.

The second part is the main component of the system that contains the core engine and the environment of the agents. It is composed of four Agent layers (Retrieve, Reuse, Adaptation and Retain): The Retrieve layer agent serves for managing information collected from the simulation and which describing the current state, as well as constructing the specification of the source problem to be solved to find similar cases to the source case. In the reuse layer, the agents are responsible for comparing and finding all the cases judged similar to the source case in the base case. This process is continuous and triggered whenever new data or modifications are made to the target case. The Adaptation layer agents aim to evaluate, reuse and adapt all cases deemed similar by the reuse layer to anticipate and predict solutions of the target case. The agents of the Retain layer are responsible for seeking for resolved cases that are considered similar to the source case and retaining them to enrich current data base cases. Finally, the proposal of the appropriate models associated with the already resolved cases.

The third part is responsible for saving all new cases during a simulation in the database with their metadata, ontology [28] and also their domain of knowledge. The ontology concepts will be developed to measure and match similar cases together.

5. DESIGN AND MODELING

To describe our system, we use the Agent Unified Modeling Language (AUML) detailed in [29] which is based on UML, a graphical modeling language for specifying, visualizing and constructing the artefacts of software systems. Multi-Agent system designers use AUML to design agents, represent their behaviors and their interactions with each other [30].

5.1 Use Case Diagram

The following figure 4 presents the use case diagram of our system detailing all the scenarios performed by the various agents.

![Figure 4. Use Case diagram for our MAS](image-url)
5.2 AUML Class Diagram

Our AUML class diagram has been modeled [31] with the MagicDraw UML tool [32, 33]. It is composed of two models. In the first model, we focus on presenting agents and the interactions modeling between them in the environment. The second model is the main component of the system, it’s responsible for simulating interactions between agents using different cases stored in the database.

![Class Diagram Image]

Figure 5. The first model of our MAS class diagram

Below the description of some entities of our class diagram:

- **Agent Class**: The agent class allows the creation of an Agent with defined properties or characteristics. In this class, we have three elements, Attributes, Roles and Perception. Attributes represent all data that an agent has to possess, Roles represent Agent responsibilities, and finally the perception of an agent with its environment and with other agents.

- **Entity Class**: The entity class constitute the spatial cell that contains agent or a set of agents. It contains all information about its environment. This entity can start agents, perceive information and also update their status.

- **Cognitive agent**: This agent can decide to perform actions to make decisions based on past cases.
- **Reactive agent**: This agent extends the Agent class with all its characteristics and properties.

- **Hybrid Agent Class**: This agent extends the Agent class, it illustrates a hybrid agent behavior that is a compromise between cognitive and reactive agents.

- **Message**: This class contains exchanged messages and information between all agents.

- **Behavior**: It's represents tasks and roles that can be executed by the agent.

- **State**: This class represents the agent status, an agent can be alive, dead, active, inactive.

- **Group**: A group is a pack of agent. Each agent may have many behaviors which is located to a specific group.

- **Model**: This class is used to create and store simulated models.

### Figure 6. The second model of our MAS class diagram

- **Simulation Class**: The role of this class is to simulate models that have been created by decision makers according a set of scenarios.

- **Case Class**: This class represents a set of stored cases. Each case is linked to a source problem and the solution associated with it.

- **Domain Knowledge Class**: This class serves to store domains knowledge and ontologies related to each case.

- **Meta Data Class**: It is responsible for storing data description of each case according to their domain of knowledge.
• **Ontology**: it’s hold the properties of each saved case according to their concept.

5.3 Sequence Diagrams

The sequence diagram shows the dynamic exchanged messages between agents and system.

*Figure 7. Sequence Diagram of the Scenario “Simulate New Model”*
This figure 8 presents the scenario of the authentication of the decision maker into the system:

- **WSIG Agent**: It forwards the received actions to the corresponding agents able to serve them and getting back responses. The wsig agent is the gateway between the web application client and all agents in the system.

- **Coordinator agent**: The coordinator agent is responsible for verification of decision maker account in the data base. It is also responsible for managing and synchronizing different requests between agents for a better performance of the system.

### 6. IMPLEMENTATION OF OUR APPROACH USING WSIG AND JADE PLATFORM

#### 6.1 Technical Architecture

Our proposed technical architecture is composed of web application, remote server, remote data base and Jade platform. The architecture is depicted in Figure 9.
The Decision Makers can login to the platform via the web application which is hosted in a remote server. This server contains both the WSIG Servlet and WSIG Agent. The first is responsible for managing incoming HTTP/SOAP requests, preparing the corresponding agent action and passing it to the WSIG Agent. The WSIG Agent will then forward agent actions received from the WSIG Servlet to the corresponding agents available in Jade container and getting back responses. Each agent hosted in the Jade container is associated with a service description which describes the service provided by the corresponding agent. The service description specifies a set of ontologies and actions in order to access the desired service to execute actions.

6.2 Implementation of the Use Case “Authenticate Decision Maker”

This use case is implemented using Jade platform and the web service integration gateway (WSIG). Firstly, we start Jade platform which is the main container of our agents. Then, we run the WSIG agent which is the mediator between the application client and our Agents, it’s also responsible of forwarding agent actions. After that, we deploy the coordinator agent, which is responsible for verifying and fetching decision maker account from the database. Below, some figures (10-15) that illustrate our result.
Figure 10. Start Jade Platform with WSIG and the Coordinator agent.

Figure 11. Page view to connect the decision maker

Figure 12. Connect with wrong login or password
Figure 13. Correct login and password

The figure below shows the communication between the WSIG Agent and the Coordinator Agent to connect the decision maker according to his login and password into the platform.

Figure 14. Communication between agents to authenticate the decision maker

Figure 15. Transmitted and received messages for Coordinator Agent
7. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

In this paper, we have proposed an architecture of a new hybrid approach of MAS and CBR to manage in real time common renewable resources. The integration of agent technology in the CBR cycle will allow decision-makers to follow in real time the consumption of renewable resources to make the right decision to predict environmental issues, taking into account the advantages offered by the multi agent system paradigm. It allows also to create and simulate models of renewable resources. We started implementing this architecture under Jade platform and the web service integration gateway (WSIG) to expose services provided by our agents as web services. This coupled architecture with multi agent systems, the web service integration gateway and the case based reasoning will be useful to create a cloud platform for managing common renewable resources.

However, some limitations should be noted. First, our Multi-agent CBR system require several numbers of cases to efficiently learn and act. Also, our system requires a lot of dataset of different renewable resources to test our models, which are not all accessible. Another limitation is that the validation of models has to be done by domain experts, so if no domain experts are available there will be no validation of models.

Our future work concerns the implementation of other parts of our architecture, we would like also to test our model in real experiment.
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